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ILS Report to Planning Council  

June 12th, 2014 

Integrated Library Systems Service Area, OLIS 

 
WEBSITE UPDATES & ADDITIONS 
 
OLIS made the following updates and additions to the olis.mainlib.org website 

 
1.   MAIN Jobs Web Page 
 

a. Three (3) job listings were removed because they had been filled: 
 

 Part-time Library Assistant (Mount Arlington Library) 
 Circulation Assistant (Mendham Township Library) 
 Director (Wharton Library) 

 
To view the complete job opening list, you can visit the following link: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/main-job-openings 
 
2.   WordPress Content Management System Upgrades 
 

a. The complete WordPress-based olis.mainlib.org website (content and database) was backed up and 
WordPress was upgraded to version 3.9.1.  Plugins and themes were also updated. Post-upgrade 
testing was conducted to ensure the functionality of key features. 
 

b. The offline development site for olis.mainlib.org similarly had its WordPress database and files 
backed up prior to a WordPress upgrade. This site was then cloned to the current version of the live 
site. 

 
The design of the menu.mainlib.org website was refreshed in the following ways: 

 
a. The overall visual design theme was improved to project a more contemporary and attractive image 

and to enhance information retrieval and readability. 
 

b. The introductory text describing the MAIN consortium was rewritten to include additional items 
and to provide additional instructions for site visitors. Explanatory text was added beneath the 
Zinio and Pronunciator links, at MAIN’s request, to better inform patrons of what these recently-
added services have to offer library patrons. 
 

c. A photo was shot at the Morris County Library and this photo was modified and tinted to create a 
new background for the website, replacing the original, very dark gradient background. 
 

d. A more recent version of the MAIN logo was incorporated into the header section to help project a 
more consistent and up-to-date image of the MAIN brand. 

 
The Public PC Menu for the Washington Township Library (http://menu.mainlib.org/was) was revised to 
display the following new elements: 

 
a. A more detailed logoff message designed to help safeguard patrons’ online information 

 
b. A new menu link for the Ancestry.com genealogical database 

 

http://olis.mainlib.org/main-job-openings/
http://menu.mainlib.org/was
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OLIS performed the following work for the staff.mainlib.org website: 
 

a. The database and content of the new MAIN development website, staff.mainlib.org, were backed 
up prior to installing the latest version of the WordPress Content Management System.  
 

b. Post-upgrade testing was conducted to ascertain the functionality of key features.  
 

POLARIS ILS 
 
 1.   Withdrawn Records were purged for May 

 
Items in the CIRCULATION STATUS of WITHDRAWN were deleted.  There were 12,022 withdrawn items. 
 
2.   Polaris Database Cleanup 
 

a.   Renamed 230 “registered” Polaris workstations owned by 20 branch libraries to include the 
library code in the beginning of the name.  Proper naming is required to run workstation-specific 
reports, e.g. Cash Drawer, and to correctly identify workstations in the application’s audit logs. 

 
b.   A report with a list of patrons that have email address specified in the primary and alternate 
email fields in the patron record was sent on May 14. A new option was enabled in the system, 
which will send emails to both email addresses. Libraries were instructed to remove the alternate 
email address if it is identical to the primary email address, so patrons will not get 2 email notices 
to the same email address. 
 
c.   A report with a list of patrons that have email address specified only in the alternate email field 
in the patron record was sent on May 14. Libraries were instructed to move the alternate email 
address to the primary email address.   
 
d.   A report with a list of patrons that have specified notification option as Phone 1 in the patron 
record but the telephone number was specified in the Phone 2 or Phone 3 field was sent on May 22. 
Libraries were instructed to move the telephone number from Phone 2 or Phone 3 field to the 
associated Phone 1 number field.   
 

PAC Updates  
 

1.   The titles of the two Content Carousels on the Quick Start page of the PAC have been changed to 
"Newly-Added Books" and "Newly-Added DVDs." The former titles were "New Books" and "New DVDs." 
  
The carousels include titles added in the last 31 days and are updated nightly. 
  
These carousel titles are more accurate, since libraries often add books and DVDs that are new to the 
collection but are not newly-published. 
  

_______________________ 


